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July 10, 2009 
Health Level Seven ® invites you to take part in the formation of ballot groups for the 
upcoming September 2009 ballot cycle.  The candidate standards and other documents 
described in this announcement are expected to ballot prior to HL7's September 2009 
Working Group Meeting (WGM).  Comments received in response to these ballots will be 
addressed at that WGM running September 20-25 in Atlanta, GA.   
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Ballot Overview 

Ballot Open/Close Dates 
Most ballot pools in this document will open and close for voting on the following dates.  
Exceptions for a specific pool are listed with that pool. 
 

Ballot Open Date:  Monday, August 10, 2009 
Ballot Close Date:  Monday, September 14, 2009 

 
Ballot Pool Enrollment Period 
Ballot pool enrollment will be available from a date at least two weeks preceding the ballot 
pool opening date and will continue until one week before ballot pool close.  While the exact 
dates are dependent upon individual pool ballot open and close dates, in general the signup 
period dates are as follows: 
 

Ballot Pool Sign-Up Open Date:  Monday, July 27, 2009 (no later than) 
Ballot Pool Sign-Up Close Date:  Monday, September 7, 2009 

 
Please be aware that these dates may not be accurate for all ballot pools.  To sign up, point 
your browser to http://www.hl7.org/ctl.cfm?action=ballots.home.  Important Note:  
Ballot pool signup will close one (1) week before the ballot close date.  This is also the final 
date non-members can sign up for Paid Participation in the ballot. 
 

http://www.hl7.org/ctl.cfm?action=ballots.home
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Ballot Listing 
This section details the candidate/draft standards and other documents that HL7 intends to 
ballot before the upcoming September WGM.  Please note that the following details about 
specific items are subject to review by the HL7 Technical Steering Committee: 

• Approval of all projects initiating any ballot item 
• Approval of titles for new candidate and draft standards and other documents 
• Approval of new candidate Draft Standards for Trial Use  
• Approval of ballot level for those items moving directly to Normative ballot 

Any changes from the initial details in this announcement will be identified in the ballot 
announcement document released when the September 2009 ballot cycle opens. 
 
In addition, please be aware that some of the listed ballot pools are closed to additional 
enrollment.  Original consensus group ballots are subsequent ballots of material previously 
balloted at the normative level and are usually limited to the members of the original 
consensus group, as stipulated in the HL7 Governance and Operations Manual (GOM), 
section 14.03.04 - Consensus Group for Subsequent Normative Ballots of the Same Content.  
Accordingly, these ballot pools are closed to sign up on the HL7 Ballot Desktop.  The 
affected pools are identified in this document.  For complete details on original consensus 
group ballots, please refer to the indicated section of the HL7 GOM.    
 
Standards Classifications 
These items are based on or associated with the following standards classifications: 

• Clinical Document Architecture, Release 2 
• Version 2 Messaging 
• Version 3 Messaging  
• Version 3 Specifications, Infrastructure and Foundation 

A section is devoted to each of the standards classifications below. 
 
Ballot Listings by Classification  

Clinical Document Architecture, Release 2 

The Structured Documents Work Group announces the formation of ballot groups for the 
following items: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
Alternate Ballot open date:  14 August, 2009 

• HL7 Implementation Guide for CDA Release 2 - Level 3: Healthcare 
Associated Infection Reports, DSTU Release 4 – US Realm (1st DSTU Ballot) 
This is the first ballot for DSTU Release 4; in addition to new material, this 
release includes updates to facility identification, vocabulary management and 
conformance statement patterns.   
The following report types have been added to the DSTU:  
 Denominator for Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) 
 Denominator for Specialty Care Area (SCA) " Laboratory-Identified 

Organism (LIO)  
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 Prevention Process and Outcome Measures Monthly Monitoring (POM) 
Unique Ballot ID: CDAR2L3_IG_HAIRPT_R4_D1_2009SEP 

[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
Alternate Ballot open date:  14 August, 2009 

• HL7 Implementation Guide for CDA Release 2: Care Record Summary Release 
2; Discharge Summary, Release 1 – US Realm  (1st DSTU Ballot) 
The Care Record Summary, issued in June 23, 2006, was the first balloted 
Implementation Guide for CDA R2. CRS covered CDA Levels 1, 2, however, did 
not specify Level 3 templates (CDA entries). CCD, meanwhile, developed a rich 
set of Level 3 templates; however, CCD is not a Discharge Summary and does not 
specify a hospital course. The purpose of this update will be to issue a Discharge 
Summary-specific CRS updated for compliance with the current approach to 
CDA templates in CCD and the HL7 Health Story implementation guides. The 
resulting specification will be consistent with IHE XDS-MS for Discharge 
Summary and HITSP C48 and will not introduce conflicting requirements. 
Unique Ballot ID: CDAR2_IG_CRSR2_DS_R1_D1_2009SEP 

Version 2 Messaging 

The Clinical Genomics and Orders and Observations Work Groups announce the 
formation of a ballot group for the following item: 
 

• HL7 Version 2 Implementation Guide: Clinical Genomics; Fully LOINC-
Qualified Genetic Variation Model, Release 1 – US Realm (2nd Informative 
Ballot) 
This implementation guide provides documentation to support the electronic 
reporting of genetic laboratory test results that examine DNA for variants 
(mutations and/or wild-type). Messaging is intended from the laboratory into the 
EHR/PHR using a model similar to the HL7 2.5.1 Laboratory result format.   
Comments from previous Informative ballot will be addressed, with the goal of 
finalizing this implementation guide. 
Unique Ballot Id: V2_CG_LOINCGENVAR_R1_I2_2009SEP 

The Public Health/Emergency Response Work Group announces the formation of a ballot 
group for the following item: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 2.5.1 Implementation Guide: Electronic Laboratory Reporting to 
Public Health, Release 1 – US Realm (1st Informative Ballot) 
The scope of this project is to develop and provide ongoing maintenance for an 
implementation guide describing the transmission of laboratory-reportable 
findings to appropriate local, state, territorial and federal health agencies using the 
HL7 2.5.1 ORU^R01 message. In particular, this guide will address messaging 
content and dynamics related to the transmission of Laboratory Reportable Result 
Messages (i.e., Electronic Laboratory Reporting or ELR). Each state and territory 
has requirements for laboratories to report certain findings to health officials. In 
the past, these reports were written by hand on forms provided by health 
departments and mailed to appropriate offices. With computerization of 
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laboratories, it has become possible for laboratories to send reportable data to 
health departments electronically. The message described in this guide is not 
specific to any pathogen or reportable condition and is applicable for most 
biological and chemistry laboratory-reportable findings. It should be noted that 
this guide does not cover reporting of results from laboratory to laboratory. The 
scope of this project is intended to cover both the development of the 
implementation guide and the ongoing maintenance of the guide. This includes 
updates to the guide to new versions of HL7 2.x. At this time the project is 
intended to be a U.S. Realm only document.   
A variety of comments were received and reviewed after the initial comment only 
ballot, and changes to the IG have been made. The most substantive change is the 
effort to harmonize the ELR IG with the microbiology report for the U.S. 
National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN). Both ELR and NHSN represent 
reports from laboratories to public health agencies, and the burden on submitters 
will be reduced if they can be harmonized.  
Unique Ballot ID: V251_IG_LB_LABRPTPH_R1_I1_2009SEP  

Version 3 Messaging 

The Clinical Decision Support and Services Oriented Architecture Work Groups 
announce the formation of a ballot group for the following item: 
 

• HL7 Version 3 Implementation Guide: DSS Knowledge Module 
Implementation of the Context-Aware Information Retrieval (Infobutton) 
Domain, Release 1  (1st Comment Only Ballot) 
The SOA Implementation Guide for context-aware information retrieval 
(Infobutton) leverages the HL7 Decision Support Services (DSS) standard. More 
specifically, the scenarios and interactions defined in the proposed specification 
will be implemented as a DSS "knowledge module." This project focuses on the 
specification of a DSS module to support a SOA-based integration of knowledge 
resources into electronic health records. The proposed implementation guide will 
not specify the payloads of the Infobutton DSS knowledge module. The 
knowledge module payloads have been/will be defined elsewhere in HL7 
normative specifications, including the Context-aware Information Retrieval 
(Infobutton) DSTU. These work products will be developed independently of, and 
in parallel with this SOA implementation guide.  
 The SOA IG will be an instance (a.k.a., knowledge module) of the broader 

DSS Standard.  
 Unlike the present Infobutton DSTU (Project 265), the SOA IG will support 

back and forth communication between EHRs, Infobutton Managers, and 
knowledge resources. Resources will be able to respond in a standardized 
fashion, which is not supported by the present Infobutton DSTU.  

 The Infobutton DSTU will serve as the payload for knowledge request 
operations in SOA implementations.  

 SOA-enabled knowledge resources will respond with a knowledge retrieval 
metadata payload, which is being developed in parallel to the SOA IG. 
Expansion to include Public Health considerations. 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_IG_DSS_KM_INFOBUTTON_R1_O1_2009SEP 
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The Clinical Genomics Work Group announces the formation of ballot groups for the 
following items: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Domain Analysis Model: Clinical Genomics; Gene Expression, 
Release 1  (1st Informative Ballot) 
In this project, the Clinical Genomics Work Group will focus on the development 
of a data structure for communicating individual subject (i.e., both animal and 
human) genetic testing results from testing using gene expression technology. As 
a first step we present a domain analysis model (DAM) along with a preliminary 
HL7 draft model that illustrate the parts of the DAM that are intended to be 
modeled in HL7. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3DAM_CG_GEXPR_R1_I1_2009SEP 

[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Clinical Genomics CMETs, Release 9 (1st Normative 

Ballot) 
In this ballot we present two CMETs, the first previously balloted and the second 
new,  that were developed as part of the Genetic Variation Project. The first 
CMET, A_GeneticLoci (COCT_MT540005UV), is a general purpose model that 
needs to be constrained. The second CMET is constrained in order to be able to 
meet the requirements of the Lab work group when they consider it as an addition 
to their Results Model. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_CG_CMET_R9_N1_2009SEP 

The Community Based Collaborative Care Work Group announces the formation of a 
ballot group for the following item: 
 

• HL7 Version 3 Domain Analysis Model: Medical Records; Composite Privacy 
Consent Directive, Release 2 (1st DSTU Ballot) 
The emergence of Electronic Health Record Systems and the wide use of 
electronic and/or personal health records requires that medical information be 
protected from abuse and unauthorized disclosure. Currently national and 
state/province legislation, regulations, and/or privacy policies are already in place 
to protect individuals from the misuse of their identifiable health information. The 
Composite Privacy Consent Directive DAM supports profiling security standards 
used to enforce privacy policies and consent directives.  This model contains the 
analysis of several representative use cases illustrating the use of electronic 
privacy policies (Privacy Policy) and electronic consent directive (Consent 
Directive) as it relates to the Privacy Policy. Additionally, the model identifies 
several key abstractions that are important to describing data consent and its 
management over time. This model will be applied to the revision of the 
'Composite Privacy Consent Directive R1' topic in the Medical Records domain. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3DAM_MR_CPCD_R2_D1_2009SEP 

The Imaging Integration Work Group announces the formation of a ballot group for the 
following item: 
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[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Imaging Integration CMETs, Release 9 (1st 

Normative Ballot) 
The CMET "A_DicomCompositeObjectReference minimal" 
(COCT_RM830120UV05) Release 2 is used to reference relevant DICOM 
composite objects such as images within HL7 CDA Release 2 documents and 
Version 3 messages.  PurposeOfReference act class updates: Datatype of code 
attribute changed and value attribute added for harmonization with the HL7 
Version 3 document "Using SNOMED CT" (section 2.2.2.2, use of 
"ASSERTION"). 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_II_CMET_R9_N1_2009SEP 

The Orders and Observation Work Group announces the formation of a ballot group for 
the following item: 
  

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Common Product Model CMETs, Release 9 (2nd 
DSTU Ballot) 
The Common Product Model has been developed to address common data 
requirements across the publishing domains within HL7 Version 3 that address 
product related information. This ballot round will focus on substantive changes 
that require review before issuing the CMETs as DSTUs.  Changes since the 
initial DSTU ballot include completed and improved attribute level descriptions 
and vocabulary documentation. 
Unique Ballot Id: V3_CPM_CMET_R9_D2_2009SEP 

The Patient Administration Work Group announces the formation of ballot groups for the 
following items: 
 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Patient Administration, Release 2 (2nd DSTU Ballot) 
This document proposes revisions to the Patient Administration Release 2 
encounter management content. The document includes storyboards, application 
roles, trigger events, information models and interactions to support the 
administrative reporting of patient encounters -- inpatient, ambulatory, short stay, 
home health and emergency.  This ballot version includes changes approved by 
the work group since release 2 was published in 2007. It adds the short stay 
encounter type, revises constraints to make the models more consistent, adds a 
parameter to the Encounter Query, adds a Cancel Emergency Encounter 
Discharge interaction, corrects a constraint that prevented sending revisions to 
completed encounters and updates all models with attribute-level documentation. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_PA_R2_D2_2009SEP 

[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Registries; Real Time Location Tracking, Release 1 

(1st Normative Ballot) 
A Real-Time Location System (RLTS) tracks the location of tags associated with 
patients, providers, and equipment within a healthcare facility. This document 
defines storyboards, trigger events, information models and interactions for 
exchanging information between RTLS and administrative systems that require 
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real-time location information.  Registries Release 1 (Real Time Location 
Tracking) DSTU period ends on July 9, 2009. Feedback from DSTU 
implementers confirms that the document should advance to normative balloting 
with no changes. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_REG_RTLTM_R1_N1_2009SEP 

The Patient Care Work Group announces the formation of ballot groups for the following 
items: 
 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Care Provision; Assessment Scales, Release 2 (2nd 
DSTU Ballot) 
Since the initial DSTU for assessment scales under Care Provision-Care 
Structures, new insights in assessment scale representations required an update, in 
particular nesting for subscales, reference ranges, and references to additional 
information supporting the scoring. Further, the model from the January 2009 
ballot was updated to accommodate future development and deployment in HL7 
v3 of detailed clinical models.  The R-MIM was also updated with additional 
classes. The walkthrough, reusing the existing materials from R1 DSTU, also 
added application guidelines.  Changes resulting from the January 2009 ballot 
include the addition of attributes, informative text, and a clinical statement link to 
the choicebox for further explanations. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_PC_AS_R2_D2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Care Provision; Care Composition, Release 1 (3rd 
DSTU Ballot) 
Care Composition is a generic name used to encompass the concepts of 
Encounter, Episode and other types of care delivery groupings. The care 
composition transactions allow for grouping of other health-care records around 
various types of patient care.  Changes to this version include addressing 
comments regarding the language used in describing "discharge diagnosis." 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_PC_CARECOMP_R1_D3_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Care Provision; Health Concern, Release 1 (2nd 
DSTU Ballot) 
The Health Concern material balloted in May included adaptations to the current 
D-MIM and clinical statement and some text updates.  Changes to the current 
material reflect comments from the last ballot regarding the naming of classes and 
in the walkthrough that did not reflect the changes from COND to CONC 
(Concern).  
Unique Ballot ID: V3_PC_HEALTHCONCERN_R1_D2_2009SEP 

The Pharmacy Work Group announces the formation of ballot groups for the following 
items: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Pharmacy CMETs, Release 9 (1st Normative Ballot) 
This will contain Common Message Elements for the Medication Domain.  The 
CMETs being balloted are: 
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 A_SubstanceAdministrationRequest (COCT_MT350000UV) – An element 
that encapsulates just the substance administration request portion of a 
medication order.  It can be used in models where the entire order is not 
needed. 

 A_MedicationOrder (COCT_MT360000UV) – A general medication order 
element that can be used to refer to an entire order.  For example usage, it is 
used in the Medication Dispense model to allow the order to be sent along 
with the dispense. 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_RX_CMET_R9_N1_2009SEP 

[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Pharmacy; Medication Dispense and Supply Event. 

Release 1 (1st Normative Ballot) 
This topic covers the issuing of medication to a patient or representative, as well 
as bulk supplies of medication. It deals with both community dispensing, as well 
as dispensing performed by institutional/hospital pharmacies and automated 
packaging and dispensing systems.  
Unique Ballot ID: V3_RX_MDSEVNT_R1_N1_2009SEP 

The Public Health/Emergency Response Work Group announces the formation of a ballot 
group for the following item: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Immunization, DSTU Release 2 (1st DSTU Ballot) 
The Immunization domain describes communication of information about 
immunization: the administration of vaccines (and/or antisera) to individuals to 
prevent infectious disease.  This release is an addendum to Immunization DSTU 
Release 1.  Changes since DSTU R1 include the addition of patient-specific 
immunization profile query capabilities to the current suite of Immunization-
related HL7 V3 messaging. In addition, this ballot version adds storyboards, 
RMIMs, Trigger Events, Interactions and Application Roles needed to support 
patient-specific immunization profile queries. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_IZ_DSTUR2_D1_2009SEP 

The Regulated Clinical Research Information Management Work Group announces the 
formation of ballot groups for the following items: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Domain Analysis Model: Regulated Studies; CDISC Content to 
Message – Subject Data, Release 1 (1st Informative Ballot) 
This initial ballot provides the Domain Analysis Model and associated mappings 
to BRIDG and to the associated Subject Data message in the Regulated Studies 
domain.  
Unique Ballot ID: V3DAM_CDISC2MSG_SUBJDATA_R1_I1_2009SEP 
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• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Regulated Studies; CDISC Content to Message - 
Study Design, Release 1 (2nd DSTU Ballot) 
A New Protocol submission contains information about what will be done, 
including planned analyses, etc. The study design message will transport study 
summary, trial design, eligibility criteria, and statistical analysis plan.  Changes 
since the previous DSTU ballot are due to minor and include modifications to the 
class codes and class names based on the ballot reconciliation. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_CDISC2MSG_SDS_R1_D2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Regulated Studies; CDISC Content to Message - 
Study Participation, Release 1 (2nd DSTU Ballot) 
The Study Participation message is intended transmit information about all 
experimental subjects, investigators, and other relevant entities that are involved 
in the conduct of an individual clinical study. This information is often provided: 
 At the start of the study  
 As part of a subsequent update on that study  
 As part of the final study report  

At each of the above time points the message could contain some or all of the 
following information:  
 The organizations involved within the study (e.g. sponsor, IND holders, 

CROs, central labs, safety monitoring boards, data management organizations 
etc.)  

 Subject demographics  
 Subject disposition information  
 Investigator participation   

Changes since the previous DSTU ballot are due to minor and include 
modifications to the class codes and class names based on the ballot 
reconciliation. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_CDISC2MSG_SP_R1_D2_2009SEP 

[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Regulated Studies; CDISC Content to Message - 

Subject Data, Release 1 (1st DSTU Ballot) 
An in process or completed protocol submission contains collected data/study 
data tabulations (including audit trail information)as well as derived data/analysis 
datasets. This first DSTU ballot of the Subject Data message will transport this 
data and the Required Association between Data and Study Design. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_CDISC2MSG_SUBJDATA_R1_D1_2009SEP 

The Structured Documents, Clinical Decision Support and Patient Care Work Groups 
announce the formation of a ballot group for the following item: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Representation of the Health Quality Measures 
Format (eMeasure), Release 1 (1st DSTU Ballot) 
The Health Quality Measures Format (HQMF) formally defines a quality measure 
(data elements, logic, definitions, etc) to support consistent and unambiguous 
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interpretation. Quality measures encoded in the HQMF format are referred to as 
"eMeasures". Examples of statements standardized by the HQMF: Denominator =  
 [1] 2 or more face to face visits within measurement period; AND  
 [2] 18 or older at start of measurement period; AND  
 [3] confirmed diagnosis of coronary artery disease (based on diagnostic or 

procedure criteria).  
Initial Patient Population =  
 [1] Principal inpatient discharge diagnosis of stroke; AND  
 [2] Patient 18+ at admission; AND  
 [3] Length of Stay <= 120 days.  

Quality measure developers can encode their measures in this format so that they 
can be consumed by provider organizations, who will then be able to use the 
formal definitions to, for instance, query their EHR data stores. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_HQMF_R1_D1_2009SEP 

Version 3 Specifications, Infrastructure and Foundation 

The Clinical Decision Support Work Group announces the formation of a ballot group for 
the following item: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Standard: Gello: A Common Expression Language, Release 2  (1st 
Normative Ballot) 
GELLO is an OCL-like expression language for clinical computing.  This release 
2 version corrects a number of errors in the text, examples, and BNF of the 
original GELLO R1 standard. 
Unique Ballot Id: V3_GELLO_R2_N1_2009SEP 

The Implementable Technology Specifications Work Group announces the formation of 
ballot groups for the following items: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: XML Implementation Technology Specification R2; 
ISO-Harmonized Data Types, Release 1 (1st Normative Ballot) 
This document is the base data types specification shared and jointly balloted 
between ISO, CEN and HL7.  In HL7 terms, it is, in effect, Release 2 of the XML 
ITS data types. The document will be balloted as normative since last its last 
DSTU ballot in September 2008.  In addition, there have been many changes as a 
consequence of the combined ballot comments from ISO, CEN and HL7.  There 
are no major architectural or scope changes as a consequence of the ballot 
comments.  
Unique Ballot ID: V3_XMLITS_ISODT_R1_N1_2009SEP 

 [Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
• HL7 Version 3 Standard: XML Implementation Technology Specification - V3 

Structures 1.1, Release 1 (1st Normative Ballot) 
This is a minor revision to the XML Implementation Technology Specification 
that allows for RIM-based extensions to be communicated within the HL7 
namespace and flagged using an extension attribute. This allows for more 
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seamless implementation of related versions of HL7v3 message specifications.  
Since the first DSTU ballot in May 2008 some editorial changes have been made 
and further examples have been provided. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_XMLITSSTR1.1_R1_N1_2009SEP 

[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 
• HL7 Version 3 Standard: XML Implementation Technology Specification, 

Release 2 (1st Normative Ballot) 
The document is now being published as the second release of the XML 
Implementation Technology Specification (XML ITS) This builds on the 
framework of the XML ITS R1, and introduces the following new features:  
 References  the ISO datatypes, that serves as release 2 of the datatypes for the 

XML Implementation Technology Specification ; 
 Includes the informal extension mechanism that has been introduced in the 

XML Implementation Technology Specification release 1.1, allowing for the 
inclusion of informal extensions in the HL7 namespace to support easier 
version migration; 

 Default values for non-structural attributes must be included in the instance. 
This document includes a number of changes from the DSTU version published in 
the May 2008 ballot. These include the removal of the configurable flattening 
rules to provide a more deterministic specification, and better examples to 
illustrate the rules that are laid out here. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_ITS_ITSPEC_R1_N1_2009SEP 

The Modeling and Methodology Work Group announces the formation of a ballot group 
for the following item: 
 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Data Types - Abstract Specification, Release 2 (4th 
Normative Ballot) 
This document defines the semantics of the HL7 datatypes. This specification is 
about the semantics, the meaning, only, independent from representational and 
operational concerns or specific implementation technologies. It establishes the 
basic meaning of all the datatypes used in all Version 3 models. 
Since the 3rd Normative ballot in May 2009, there has been a single change: the 
removal of CD.isCompositional. The ballot is limited to comments on this 
particular subject, but open, since this property was added in an earlier ballot as a 
response to a ballot comment. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_DT_R2_N4_2009SEP 

The Modeling and Methodology and Infrastructure and Messaging Work Groups 
announce the formation of a ballot group for the following item: 
 
[Original Consensus Group Ballot; closed to additional enrollment.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Core Principles and Properties of Version 3 Models, 
Release 1 (2nd Normative Ballot) 
The Core Principles document is undergoing its second Normative Ballot after a 
ballot in early 2008, and several "Comment" cycles. The document defines the 
infrastructure for the core models - Data Types, Reference Information, and 
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Vocabulary -- that form the foundation for all Version 3 models. In addition to 
specifying the representations of these models, the document specifies how these 
three models should be used in combination to support implementation of V3 
standards.  The entire document has been re-worked to address issues raised by 
balloters and commenters. It has further been restructured, in order to make it 
both more manageable, and more usable. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_CPPV3MODELS_R1_N2_2009SEP 

[Open Consensus Group Ballot] 
The Modeling and Methodology and Vocabulary Work Groups announce the formation 
of a ballot group for the following item: 
 
 [Original Consensus Group Ballot; closed to additional enrollment.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Reference Information Model, Release 2 (2nd 
Normative Ballot) 
The Health Level Seven (HL7) Reference Information Model (RIM) is a static 
model of health and health care information that is the ultimate source from which 
all HL7 version 3.0 protocol specification standards draw their information-
related content. It has also been adopted as an ISO specification.  Changes since 
Ballot 2009May include:  
 Changes approved in Harmonization in April 2009 (limited to the addition of 

selected codes in ActRelationshipType, and ActMood  
 Changes undertaken to reconciule negative ballots from last cycle. These will 

be Harmonized on July 10, 2009 before submission to ballot. Most changes 
are not substantive, but rather correct errors or clarify descriptions. 
Substantive changes include: a) Deprecation of selected ActClass codes that 
were found to be improper or ambiguous content. (Detailed list will be 
included in the ballot preface); and, b) Revision of definitions of ActMood 
codes, although the intent of these changes is to NOT alter the meaning of the 
codes in any way. 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_RIM_R2_N2_2009SEP 

The Security and Community Based Collaborative Care Work Groups announce the 
formation of a ballot group for the following item: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Role-based Access Control Healthcare Permission 
Catalog, Release 2 (1st Normative Ballot) 
The Healthcare Permission Catalogue presents the ANSI-INCITS compliant 
healthcare permissions that may be assigned to licensed, certified and non-
licensed healthcare personnel as well as healthcare consumers. The Healthcare 
Permission Catalogue provides the necessary content for creating interoperable 
roles facilitating inter-organizational access control decisions and 
communications and promoting information sharing among healthcare 
organizations, their business partners and consumers.  Since the initial release of 
this standard, the vocabulary has been updated to include extensions to the 
operations and objects to include financial, administration and consumer oriented 
terms. In addition, the vocabulary has been enhanced with a constraint 
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vocabulary, allowing further control of access based on environmental and other 
attributes. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_RBAC_R2_N1_2009SEP 

The Services Oriented Architecture Work Group announces the formation of a ballot 
group for the following item: 
 
[Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval; name change pending Technical 
Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Identification Service (IS), Release 1 (1st Normative 
Ballot) 
This service is intended to allow for the resolution of demographics and other 
identifying characteristics (aka properties aka traits) to a unique identifier. This 
allows any clinical system that uses the service to maintain a common description 
for each entity and to manage the entities. Having a standard interface for 
accessing and maintaining entity identification information allows systems and 
applications to have a consistent means of indexing data related to an entity.   
The following is a summary of changes from the DSTU:  
o Changed Service Name to "Identification Service" to overcomes issues relating 
to use of the term "Entity" in the service name.  
o References to the OMG Technical Specification have been included, and 
lessons learned have been taken into consideration in some of the following 
changes listed below. The OMG technical specification has had a strong influence 
on this revised specification but is not an absolute constraint, in particular, it must 
be possible to apply different technology solutions as well as additional semantic 
and functional profiles.  
o Use of Semantic Signifiers rather than just flat trait sets. This was a direction 
taken by the OMG Technical Specification which has definite value at the 
functional level, so has been included. Effectively, Semantic Signifiers define the 
Information Model for Entity Types, and are represented as a Schema and 
Validation Rules on the Entity Type. A flat trait list (as in the DSTU) is a 
"degenerate" version of a Semantic Signifier anyway, so this approach is a 
superset of the previous one.  
 Simplified and revised the metamodel. Incorporated Semantic Signifier 

concept and also change from Entity Type Classifier to Entity Concept. Being 
able to associate Entity Types as representing the same underlying concept is 
more meaningful and useful than indicating the classification scheme used, 
which can be stated implicitly or explicitly in the Entity Type itself.  

 Some name and definition changes (mainly Entity Domain -> Jurisdictional 
Domain which more accurately reflects the purpose and use of the term 
"Identity" to distinguish between the management of identity related 
information by IS from Master Data systems that manage the full Entity 
information). 

 Change in the state model for Identity to a generic list of states from 
active/inactive (which will be most common) but which is allowed to be 
semantic profile specific. Operation is changed from Activate/Inactivate to a 
general "Update State".  

 Dropped "Undo Merge" operation - no requirement . 
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 Added separate "Register" operation instead of an optional Identifier 
parameter on create operation.  

 Removed specific Service Metadata operations. These added unnecessary 
complexity and are more of an issue for implementation. There also proposals 
being put in motion to define a general purpose service metadata specification.  

 Removed several Sections and Appendices which were more relevant at the 
time when the DSTU was produced. These include:  
o Boilerplate sections (1, 4.1, 8 and 9) from the HSSP process have been 

removed. General information about the purpose of SFMs and how the 
overall process works can be found at hssp.wikispaces.com.  

o DSTU Appendix II - IHE Profile relationship: replaced by section 12.2 
update of current work with IHE.  

o DSTU Appendix III - EHR Functional Model traceability. Replaced by 
references to overall Reference Architecture work, such as the SOA 
Practical Guide.  

o DSTU Appendix IV - Discussion of Federation: Deemed more relevant to 
technical specification and added unnecessary complication to the 
specification.  

o DSTU Appendix V - Implementation of "Simple IS". Deemed no longer 
needed given other simplification of the specification. 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_IS_R1_N1_2009SEP 

The Services Oriented Architecture and Community Based Collaborative Care Work 
Groups announce the formation of a ballot group for the following item: 
 
 [Ballot pending Technical Steering Division approval.] 

• HL7 Standard: Healthcare, Community Services and Provider Directory, 
Release 1 (1st Normative Ballot) 
A Services Functional Model (SFM) based on the SOA Boilerplate will be the 
material to be balloted. 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_SPDIR_R1_N1_2009SEP 

Ballot Procedure 

General Guidelines 
The membership is reminded that ANSI rules dictate that all individuals who were in 
a normative ballot pool MUST be included in the initial ballot pool when the same 
document goes out for a subsequent normative ballot.  Thus, if a document is going 
out for a 2nd normative ballot, all individuals who were active in the ballot pool 
(casting either an affirmative, negative or abstain) for the 1st normative ballot are 
automatically subscribed as members for the subsequent normative ballot.   
 
HL7 will conduct these ballots according to its procedure for electronic balloting. 
Individuals who sign up for the ballot group will not receive a paper copy of the 
document or a paper ballot. Instead, they will be notified by e-mail when the ballot 
package is available. They will download the document from the HL7 web server and 
will enter their votes and comments using the HL7 Ballot Desktop. 
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If a member of the ballot group does not have access to the technology being used, or 
if the person can demonstrate that using the electronic process creates a substantial 
hardship, he/she may request a paper copy of the ballot package and/or vote using a 
paper ballot. Because of the extra expense and time delays associated with paper 
ballots, HL7 does not intend to provide the alternative of using paper to members 
who have access to the technologies and have no substantial hardship associated with 
their use. 

 
Voting 

HL7 members and others who are materially affected by any of the proposed 
standards and wish to participate in these ballots must join the respective ballot 
groups. This can be accomplished by logging on to the Ballot Desktop at the 
following URL: http://www.HL7.org/ctl.cfm?action=ballots.home.   Alternately, 
members can call the HL7 office at (734) 677-7777 and request that the Ballot Group 
Declaration Form be faxed or mailed to them.    
 
With the exceptions noted above, all voting related activity – joining ballot pools, 
downloading or reviewing ballot content, uploading comments and voting – is done 
through the Ballot Desktop. In addition, non-members wishing to take part in this or 
any HL7 ballot must use the Ballot Desktop to register.  Those non-members wishing 
to use this option are referred to the Paid Participation in HL7 Ballots Instructions 
posted on the HL7 Ballot Desktop. 
 
All ballot dates are inclusive: votes cannot be cast before the beginning date or after 
the ending date of a ballot pool.  Please note that all times are tracked in the Eastern 
Time Zone (US).  If you have any problems with the ballot desktop, joining, or 
voting, please contact the HL7 Director of Technical Services at 
webmaster@HL7.org before the closing of the ballot. 
 
Negative Votes on Normative Ballots:  Members are reminded of the following 
rules from the HL7 GOM regarding the submission of negative votes on normative 
ballots: 
• 14.06.03.01 Submission of Comments – Statements accompanying negative 

ballots should be submitted as an attachment to the ballot and clearly reference 
the particular ballot item(s) to which it pertains. 

• 14.06.03.02 No Comments or Inappropriate Comments – Negative ballots not 
accompanied by comments or accompanied by inappropriate comments or 
comments of no relevance to the ballot proposal shall not be considered. Such 
ballots will be recorded as a “negative without comment” for the purposes of 
establishing a quorum and reporting to ANSI. However, these ballots shall not be 
factored into the numerical requirements for consensus. No effort shall be made to 
solicit comments from the submitter of a negative without comment. 

 
Important Notes 

IMPORTANT NOTE on Balloting Rules: Due to changes in the past several cycles in 
the HL7 Governance and Operations Manual (GOM), the rules under which balloting 
takes place have changed slightly.  These changes can be summarized as follows: 

http://www.hl7.org/ctl.cfm?action=ballots.home
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• The definition for the Consensus Group for Subsequent Normative Ballots of the 
Same Content (GOM: 14.03.04) has changed.  The consensus group for 
subsequent ballots "shall consist of those individuals, members or nonmembers, 
who submitted a ballot by the close of the ballot response period; whether 
affirmative, negative, or abstain."  For complete details, please refer to the 
indicated section. 

• As a reminder, the quorum and approval levels stipulated in the GOM will apply 
to all ballot pools.  They are as follows: 

o Informative Ballots – No quorum requirement; 60% affirmative votes for 
approval. 

o DSTU Ballots – No quorum requirement; 60% affirmative votes for 
approval. 

o Normative Ballots – Minimum 10 HL7 members in ballot pool; 60% 
returning votes for quorum; 75% affirmative votes for approval. 

o Comment Only Ballots – No quorum requirement. 
 

Reconciliation Rules: The balloting of all items listed in this announcement is 
contingent upon completion of the appropriate ballot reconciliation activities as 
indicated the HL7 GOM sections 13, for Review ballots, and 14, for Normative 
ballots. 
 
Unique Ballot IDs: Each ballot document has a unique Ballot ID that can be found 
following its descriptive text. In addition, updated ballot comment spreadsheets will 
be available on the balloting website at the time the ballots open. 

 
Help 

ISSUE – Ballot Pools Not Displayed: If you navigate to the Ballot Desktop and it 
does not correctly display the ballot pools you have previously signed up for, please 
click the “September 2009 Ballot Cycle” link in the left-hand navigation pane.  This 
will resolve 90% of users’ issues.    
 
ISSUE – Ballot Pools Not Open for Enrollment: When enrolling in ballot pools, 
you may notice that some pools are not available for enrollment.  This is either 
because the enrollment period for that ballot has closed, or that ballot is a subsequent 
normative ballot and is limited to the original consensus group of that ballot.  
 
IMPORTANT: Should you have issues voting, it is important that you contact us 
before the close of the ballot.  Communications received after a ballot has closed 
cannot be honored. 
 
OTHER ISSUES - Should you have any other issues logging in to the Ballot 
Desktop, signing up for ballot pools or voting, please contact Don Lloyd 
(dlloyd@HL7.org), Technical Publications Manager, or Michael Kingery 
(mkingery@HL7.org), HL7 Webmaster.   
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Appendix A – Listing of Ballots by Ballot Level for September 2009 Ballot 
Cycle 

Normative Ballots 
• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Clinical Genomics CMETs, Release 9 (1st Normative 

Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_CG_CMET_R9_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Imaging Integration CMETs, Release 9 (1st 
Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_II_CMET_R9_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Registries; Real Time Location Tracking, Release 1 
(1st Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_REG_RTLTM_R1_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Pharmacy CMETs, Release 9 (1st Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_RX_CMET_R9_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Pharmacy; Medication Dispense and Supply Event. 
Release 1 (1st Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_RX_MDSEVNT_R1_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Standard: Gello: A Common Expression Language, Release 2  (1st 
Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot Id: V3_GELLO_R2_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: XML Implementation Technology Specification R2; 
st lot) ISO-Harmonized Data Types, Release 1 (1  Normative Bal

Unique Ballot ID: V3_XMLITS_ISODT_R1_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: XML Implementation Technology Specification - V3 
stStructures 1.1, Release 1 (1  Normative Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_XMLITSSTR1.1_R1_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: XML Implementation Technology Specification, 
stRelease 2 (1  Normative Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_ITS_ITSPEC_R1_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Data Types - Abstract Specification, Release 2 (4th 
Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_DT_R2_N4_2009SEP 

• HL7 Standard: Healthcare, Community Services and Provider Directory, 
stRelease 1 (1  Normative Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_SPDIR_R1_N1_2009SEP 
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• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Core Principles and Properties of Version 3 Models, 
Release 1 (2nd Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_CPPV3MODELS_R1_N2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Identification Service (IS), Release 1 (1st Normative 
Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_IS_R1_N1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Reference Information Model, Release 2 (2nd 
Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_RIM_R2_N2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Role-based Access Control Healthcare Permission 
Catalog, Release 2 (1st Normative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_RBAC_R2_N1_2009SEP 

Informative Ballots 
• HL7 Version 2 Implementation Guide: Clinical Genomics; Fully LOINC-

Qualified Genetic Variation Model, Release 1 – US Realm (2nd Informative 
Ballot) 
Unique Ballot Id: V2_CG_LOINCGENVAR_R1_I2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 2.5.1 Implementation Guide: Electronic Laboratory Reporting to 
Public Health, Release 1 – US Realm (1st Informative Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V251_IG_LB_LABRPTPH_R1_I1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Domain Analysis Model: Clinical Genomics; Gene Expression, 
stRelease 1  (1  Informative Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3DAM_CG_GEXPR_R1_I1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Domain Analysis Model: Regulated Studies; CDISC Content to 
stMessage – Subject Data, Release 1 (1  Informative Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3DAM_CDISC2MSG_SUBJDATA_R1_I1_2009SEP 

DSTU lBal ots 
• HL7 Implementation Guide for CDA Release 2 - Level 3: Healthcare 

st DSTU Ballot) Associated Infection Reports, DSTU Release 4 – US Realm (1
Unique Ballot ID: CDAR2L3_IG_HAIRPT_R4_D1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Implementation Guide for CDA Release 2: Care Record Summary Release 
st lot) 2; Discharge Summary, Release 1 – US Realm  (1  DSTU Bal

Unique Ballot ID: CDAR2_IG_CRSR2_DS_R1_D1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Domain Analysis Model: Medical Records; Composite Privacy 
stConsent Directive, Release 2 (1  DSTU Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3DAM_MR_CPCD_R2_D1_2009SEP 
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• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Care Provision; Assessment Scales, Release 2 (2nd 
DSTU Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_PC_AS_R2_D2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Care Provision; Care Composition, Release 1 (3rd 
DSTU Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_PC_CARECOMP_R1_D3_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Care Provision; Health Concern, Release 1 (2nd 
DSTU Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_PC_HEALTHCONCERN_R1_D2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Common Product Model CMETs, Release 9 (2nd 
DSTU Ballot) 
Unique Ballot Id: V3_CPM_CMET_R9_D2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Immunization, DSTU Release 2 (1st DSTU Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_IZ_DSTUR2_D1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Patient Administration, Release 2 (2nd DSTU Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_PA_R2_D2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Regulated Studies; CDISC Content to Message - 
ndStudy Design, Release 1 (2  DSTU Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_CDISC2MSG_SDS_R1_D2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Regulated Studies; CDISC Content to Message - 
ndStudy Participation, Release 1 (2  DSTU Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_CDISC2MSG_SP_R1_D2_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Regulated Studies; CDISC Content to Message - 
stSubject Data, Release 1 (1  DSTU Ballot) 

Unique Ballot ID: V3_CDISC2MSG_SUBJDATA_R1_D1_2009SEP 

• HL7 Version 3 Standard: Representation of the Health Quality Measures 
st  Format (eMeasure), Release 1 (1  DSTU Ballot)

Unique Ballot ID: V3_HQMF_R1_D1_2009SEP 

For Comment Only Ballots 
• HL7 Version 3 Implementation Guide: DSS Knowledge Module 

Implementation of the Context-Aware Information Retrieval (Infobutton) 
Domain, Release 1  (1st Comment Only Ballot) 
Unique Ballot ID: V3_IG_DSS_KM_INFOBUTTON_R1_O1_2009SEP 
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